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electrical restrictions plus the DMA

assignment and interrupt-shar-

Micro Channel Manifesto Champions
IBM’s New Bus Architecture
‘| The bus war between
IBM’s
Micro Channel
t SANDBOUS
architecture
(MCA) and the
Extended Industry Standard Architecture (EISA) rages on. Both
camps are battling for the corporate and consumer minds of the
post PC AT world. From the
Micro Channel camp comes a
I

new

.

salvo, The Micro Channel

Architecture Handbook, a spirited manifesto and white paper
for the MCA way.
Chet Heath, IBM senior
engineer and principal designer
of the Micro Channel, and Winn
L. Rosch, an accomplished PC
journalist, do an exemplary job

of explaining and selling MCA.

The Micro Channel Architecture
Handbook is the first cross-sectional look at MCA for a wide
audience, ranging from the curious PC user to the PS/2 card

designer. Heath and Rosch write

in a cogent and energetic style;
analogies abound, making difficult topics, such as Direct Memory
Access (DMA)

channels, inter-

rupts, and bus arbitration understandable.
The first six chapters provide
an overview of the philosophi-

cal, technical, and electrical design

innovations of the Micro Channel. The authors then account for
the rationale behind IBM’s break

from the AT bus architecture.

Heath and Rosch spell out the

ing problems of the AT bus.
Heath and Rosch back up
their overview of MCA’s advantages. They describe how MCA
resolves the PC AT bus’s data
bottleneck problem with the case
of slow printing. Examples of
bus mastering or using a DMA
channel as a printer port show
how MCA takes the load off the
microprocessor, allowing expan-

sion boards to work independently of the CPU for improved

microprocessor from the expansion bus. The bus then becomes
a self-contained system that
accommodates and controls the
needs of multiple devices. All
this occurs without slowing down
the CPU.
The book’s use of the PC AT
bus architecture as a comparison
point to extol MCA’s benefits
are useful, but don’t address
MCA’s true competition, EISA.
Heath, a 20-year IBM veteran,

obviously has taken his loyalty

sion bus works. Important topics

vows. We can only hope that
Rosch will balance the scales by
providing a similar treatment of
the EISA bus—David Angell/
Brent Heslop
ig

Programmable Option Select
(POS), an automated setup pro-

The Micro Channel
Architecture Handbook

performance.
The authors then proceed to
demystify how the MCA expangiven in-depth coverage include

cedure that eliminates jumpers
and DIP switches; level-sensitive interrupts, which allow a
single interrupt to be shared by

multiple expansion devices; and

bus arbitration that removes the

by Chet Heath and Winn L. Rosch
$29.95. A Brady Book, Simon &
Schuster Inc., New York, NY 10023;
800-6240023,

212-373-8093.
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ave Us Your Toughest Peripheral
2p, Sharing Problem

or your simplest!
Master Switch, the intelligent
data switch from Rose Electronics, can bandle it.
The Master Switch series is so versatile and ‘sophisticated, peripberal sharing becomes easy.

Anyone who appreciates ease-of-operation and
technologically-advanced capabilities knows the
he

Master Switch is the right choice...for
sharing printers, plotters, modems, and
any device with a serial or parallel port.
Here's why:

Designed and manufactured in the USA. Field-proven
in thousands of applications. The Master Switch
answers any peripheral sharing challenge. Choose the
intelligent data switch that handles your most

complex needs, yet is easy to set up and operate...
choose Master Switch.

* Any combination of serial or parallel ports
* Easy selection of peripherals
* User-expandable memory up to 4 megabytes

* Simultaneous access to all devices

* Rated ‘fastest switch’ by PC Magazine
¢ Advanced features include job queue, port
contention, data collection, job
control menu, initialization strings,
pop-up menus, and many more
* Complete technical support;
y one-year warranty
wie The Low-Cost LAN Alternative

With our MasterNet software, the
Master Switch provides many convenient
LAN functions, such as E-mail, file transfer,
and directory access.
CIRCLE 290 ON READER SERVICE CARD

ELECTRONICS

(800) 333-9343

FAX (713) 933-0044 © (713) 933-7673
P.O. Box 742571 * Houston, Texas 77274
Call for complete information and our
catalog of Switching and Sharing Solutions.
Dealer inquiries welcome.

